My dear Spencer,

How the time does fly! One can scarcely realize that it is nearly a year since we left Borroloola. We have had nine days' increment heat with an almost Borroloola-like supply of mosquitoes by night. Consequently we are all feeling limp and more or less out of sorts.

I have just gone over the last lot of this for the third time. It is splendid stuff. I don't think you have ever done anything better than this introductory chapter. It effectively shakes in the smutifiers, one of my pet theories, this about the
In your paper I think you are absolutely convincing. I accept your theory as a demonstrated truth. When there is time to forget my own dead relative's instance, I cheerfully admit. Furthermore, I have a plan. In the case of Ishara properly claiming some share in the rubber crop of yours, I will proceed to meaning of local names for their lands. I shall to chip up the meaning of the term Narramunga. I shall often to get the meaning of the terms Chingilli from our boy Jack. Had we asked the Chingilli or some other of the Narramunga magbons to interpret the term Narramunga as unique.
Meaning of the term best than an idea that at is apparel contemptuously. Probably the Arema cannot explain it. Unfortunately

Then I closed the Ankle I was never more concerned about the meanings and you did and derive any attention to that point.

It's a funny thing that was never heard the term Urauupiame amongst the Arema who always speak of them as back from the而是

Chargers.

Anthropologically my trip to the Arema Da was disappointing the best oil man was away mostly around the farm he could only devote his morning to the good work. In a day or two I will send you some notes about Buddhas.
Two Sons their wanderings down the Peninsula to a Reederum about the Plains. I could find no satisfactory evidence of a belief in reincarnation, but curiously they believe that Spirit Children (Bulga) move about in Moremood (Buretha) from which they escape to go into women just as in Cailand. These spirits they say are sent by the dead ancestors (Kapa) — They counted up three thus One Naviga Two Bulafia Three Mangura. They call the sun Dekentia into the Buretha. The same term was used by the Adelaida into the Gundana. An ancient woman of the tribe is proud on the Mission. She attended D'Alton's School when Adelaida was only
meat for or fish given to her by
a man while in that condition
his weapons would never do any
harm to him again.

I am glad you have a shot
at the post office authority in
the New man from Queensland
and I am to hand the public seat
for the benches of the Dept
instead of the other way about
according to our regulations if
you send a telegram addressed
Gillon Mound or are compelled
to return it back for a better
address although I am the only
one of those here in the place
if you would be charged of for
the consequence. The man to whom
you hand the wire at the
post office is not supposed to
Attract your attention to the insufficient address although he knows perfectly well that the receiving office will reject it that your message will be erroneously delayed if you include in additional expense. So if you give me at any time address 7 Gellen Moonea or Gellen Ryan St Moonea in future I shall address you Spencer University Carlton. Why do you use such heavy rough paper I have had to pay 6d each on two out of your last three letters. You can only send two sheets of your paper for 2d glass in front of me regularly. I am probably enjoying
The bridge at Fondouk
Marmon wrote yesterday asking
for your address. He wants to
send you a tampa of
Some Cigars: he tells me
that poor old Rose at
North Adelaide is in a
very critical condition of
Chancres last week. I feel very
sorry for him. He thought that
I may succeed him upon me
only from
I had a line from old Alcy
the other day. He asked me
to convey his kind regards
to you. Normanton is much
The same as when we left
the supply of mosquitoes is
much diminished. Use his
scratch lotion. Shirt rule the
I often think of them, of the noisy little crowd as they stretch around.

Evelyn's genuine heart has been delicately improved by the operation, but I am sorry to say there is not much improvement in her eyes; however, I think as the gales strengthen — she is a fair flower in that delicate creature — they will improve. This long spell of heat is playing up with my wife. To any she naturally at once turns. Fortunately we have had a very mild summer, and on the hottest day one does not feel helpless as at Barrosoola. In my hall the snow has got over, and no accident without any serious results. Please let me know how he is.
Arclunga is attracting a good deal of notice. There are now 300 men digging for gold. The fields they indicate are being formed in Australia to wash up prospecting parties. Old Scotty Russell shows you near some on the Horn. Late he has found a good claim and rebelled. He recently won $60,000 in a week.

If one may credit the newspapers, reports some fine reefs have been discovered in the vicinity of Porcupine Depot. Legends refer Bradshaw to venture from the Allei with a few thousand, made over the fields in which I had put much money — money that would be worth $100,000 in the find. I wish this were true. Many hundred regards to all at Bendele.

[Signature]